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Some presidents of France:

Leader info: Charles de Gaulle, 1959-1969 . Quote:

"Yes, it is Europe, from the Atlantic to the Urals, it is Europe, it is the whole of Europe, that will
decide the fate of the world."

{{#set_internal:Is  leader  of|Named=Charles  de  Gaulle|Has  start  year=1959|Has  end
year=1969|Has quote="Yes, it is Europe, from the Atlantic to the Urals, it is Europe, it is
the whole of Europe, that will decide the fate of the world."}}

Leader info: Georges Pompidou, 1969-1974 . Quote:

"There are three roads to ruin; women, gambling and technicians. The most pleasant is with
women, the quickest is with gambling, but the surest is with technicians."

{{#set_internal:Is  leader  of|Named=Georges  Pompidou|Has  start  year=1969|Has  end
year=1974|Has quote="There are three roads to ruin; women, gambling and technicians.
The most pleasant is with women, the quickest is with gambling, but the surest is with
technicians."}}

Leader info: Valéry Giscard d'Estaing, 1974-1981 . Quote:

"You do not have, Mr. Mitterrand, the monopoly of heart."

{{#set_internal:Is leader of|Named=Valéry Giscard d'Estaing|Has start year=1974|Has end
year=1981|Has quote="You do not have, Mr. Mitterrand, the monopoly of heart."}}

Leader info: François Mitterrand, 1981-1995 . Quote:

"There exists in our country a solid continuity of Bonapartism, where the vocation for grandeur of
France, the monarchist tradition, and the passion for national unity, the jacobin tradition get
together."

{{#set_internal:Is  leader  of|Named=François  Mitterrand|Has  start  year=1981|Has  end
year=1995|Has quote="There exists in our country a solid continuity of Bonapartism, where
the vocation for grandeur of France, the monarchist tradition, and the passion for national



unity, the jacobin tradition get together."}}

Leader info: Jacques Chirac, 1995-2007 . Quote:

"One can go to war alone, but you can't build peace alone."

{{#set_internal:Is  leader  of|Named=Jacques  Chirac|Has  start  year=1995|Has  end
year=2007|Has  quote="One  can  go  to  war  alone,  but  you  can't  build  peace  alone."}}

Leader info: Nicolas Sarkozy, 2007- . Quote:

"If living in France bothers some people, they should feel free to leave the country."

{{#set_internal:Is  leader  of|Named=Nicolas  Sarkozy|Has  start  year=2007|Has  end
year=|Has quote="If living in France bothers some people, they should feel free to leave the
country."}}

Query:

{{#ask:Is  leader  of::France|mainlabel=-|?Named|?Is  leader  of=Country|?Has  start
year=Start  year|?Has  end  year=End  year|?Has  quote=Quote|sort=Has  start  year}}

This country is part of Has continent::Europe.
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